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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION  

This research is conducted to find the speech style in Jimmy Kimmel talk 

show. The conclusion of this research can be formulated based on the writer 

questions. The writer uses Martin Joos’s theory in analyzing the data. The writer 

finds thirty-six data which are appropriated with the kind and characteristic of 

speech style. The writer found three speech style that occurred in “Jimmy 

Kimmel” talk show after analyzing the data. The results of this research to answer 

two questions. First “what type of speech style that Michelle Obama used in 

Jimmy Kimmel talk show?”. Second, “what the dominant speech style that 

Michelle Obama used in Jimmy Kimmel talk show?” 

After analyzing Michelle Obama’ speech style in “Jimmy Kimmel” talk 

show, the writer concludes that Michelle Obama’s utterances do not has all of the 

style. There are only consultative style, casual style, and intimate style found. The 

types of the style occurs dominantly is casual style which represent 27 data. Next 

followed by consultative style is 7 data, and the last one is intimate style found is 

1 data. There are no frozen style and formal style found in Michele’s utterance. 

In this study the most often style used is casual style because content of 

“Jimmy Kimmel” talk show provided funny and relaxed talk show which 

indicates as casual style. The topic and the way host delivers the question will 

influence the style of Michelle Obama’s speech. Beside the topic, the way 

Michelle choose her words and Michelle pronunciation is important aspect. 

The casual style that Michelle Obama uses is happen a lot because of the 

topic of the conversation, informal vocabulary, the tone of her voice, contraction, 

repetition, and also Michelle did not use complex grammar. As addition, the 

speech style used by Michelle Obama can be seen through the process types. 

Second style that Michelle Obama uses is consultative style. In this talk 

show there is 7 data shows of Michelle uses consultative style. It is used to 

emphasize something important of the sentences. Michelle uses this style because 

Michelle carefully choose her words. Consultative style is typically a dialogue, 
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though formal enough that words are chosen with some care. Also, a repetition 

happen in Michelle’s utterance. Then, the last style is intimate style. Only one 

data found. Michelle used intimate style because the question is about relationship 

and Michelle explain about what her husband feeling. It shows the intimate 

between the speaker and interlocutor. Frozen and formal style are not found in 

Michelle’s utterance 

The writer conclude that we talk in a different style every day. The 

different style plays an important rule when someone talks to certain person 

regarding the topic discussed, with who we are talk to, and the way we deliver the 

message.  In Jimmy Kimmel talk show, Michelle Obama speech style have more 

than one style. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


